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theres full support for all of the most popular formats including prores,
dnxhd and more! you get instant playback with no additional codecs,

plus very powerful and flexible transcoding. you can import media with
h.264/h.265 hardware encoding and playback, as well as acceleration of

new native 10bit and 12bit media formats! you get powerful editing
tools including local high quality color grading and editing, live speed

warp to get those dramatic, smooth speed transitions, superfast multi-
clip inplace editing, and a 120fps editor for real time capture with
professional quality! you can dynamically generate metadata and
thumbnail previews of your finished project, while youre still in the

editor! theres now afull suite of immersive audio tools including dolby
vision and hdr10+ grading and rendering, the davinci neural engine and
30extra resolvefx. you can use the original davins de-interlacing engine,
as well as superfast 4k deinterlacing for up to 32k ultra hd resolution for
amazing 6x speed up on 1080p sources! you get to control spatial noise
reduction, scene cut detection and automatic audio hardcode insertion.
you even get comprehensive metadata and tagging! you get scaleable
audio tools for global audio normalization, multi-channel audio mixing,
multi-channel editing and laying down up to 32 audio tracks! davinci

resolve 12 is the worlds fastest color corrector. featuring the same world-
class true dynamic range tool, davinci resolve is designed to make color

correction easy. with four full resolution, split screen tracks, you can
work with an incredible amount of data at once!
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